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Ramadan ends: Muslim Americans reflect on holy month
Tuesday marks the last day of the holy month of Ramadan. But for many Muslim Americans, the Israel-Gaza war has turned what should be a time of celebration into a...
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Arizona names Pluto state planet
Pluto was discovered in Arizona. When Pluto was stripped of its planetary status, some Arizonans took that personally.
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[image: A dog presses its nose against a window while watching passers by. (Vadim Ghirda/AP)]Why vets say they're prescribing pets more antidepressants
Are pets — and specifically dogs — in the middle of a mental health crisis?
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[image: Benard McKinley got his bachelor’s degree through a Northwestern University program for incarcerated citizens and will be the first person from that program to attend law school. (Courtesy)]After earning his bachelor's degree behind bars, formerly incarcerated man heads to law school
Benard McKinley will be among the hundreds of new students attending Northwestern University's prestigious Pritzker Law School this year — but his path is unlike any of his fellow students.
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JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon warns over inflation
Dimon warned about interest rates continuing to slide up in his annual shareholder letter. He pointed to inflation, green investment, remilitarization of the world and global trade restructuring as some...
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Congress reconvenes on Ukraine aid, rebuilding Baltimore bridge
Congress has a lot on the agenda as they return from a two-week break.
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Trump angers conservatives with abortion statement
A video of Trump stating where he stands on abortion has not satisfied conservatives who want him to support national restrictions on the procedure.
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What are the political ramifications if a few Republicans stop Ukraine aid? 
Congress is back in session this week and considering an aid package that has been stalled for months over objections from a small group of Republicans, including Georgia Republican Congresswoman...
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[image: The cover of &quot;Truth is the Arrow, Mercy is the Bow: A DIY Manual for the Construction of Stories&quot; beside author Steve Almond. (Courtesy)]In 'Truth is the Arrow, Mercy is the Bow,' Steve Almond deconstructs story construction
The new book combines memoir with exercises and encouragement for would-be authors.
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[image: The cover of &quot;Music and Mind: Harnessing the Arts for Health and Wellness&quot; and editor Renée Fleming. (Courtesy)]Acclaimed singer Renee Fleming probes the relationship of 'Music and Mind' in new book
Edited by Fleming, the book features essays by researchers, music therapists and artists including Yo-Yo Ma and Anna Deavere Smith.
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Biden takes new approach to student debt relief after first plan backfired
President Biden is advocating for a new plan to relieve student loan debt for 30 million Americans.
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Home health care industry relies on migrant workers to fill gaps
Demand continues to outstrip the supply of home health workers as America ages. An industry official says it can't continue without recruiting more migrants.
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[image: Jessica Echeverria is editorial director at Lee & Low Books. (Courtesy)]How a children’s book publisher is prioritizing diverse stories beyond heritage months
As the daughter of immigrants, Jessica Echevarria says she never saw herself represented in books growing up.
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Total solar eclipse special coverage: Hour 2
The eclipse's path of totality stretches across the U.S.
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Total solar eclipse special coverage: Hour 1
People across the U.S. are experiencing a total solar eclipse.
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Should school board members be paid? Illinois education advocates think so
Education advocates are pushing for a change.
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[image: Matthew Holloway and Carlotta Cox are eloping at the eclipse in Russeville, Arkansas. (Courtesy)]A ring in the sky and 'a ring on my finger': Eloping during the eclipse
More than two hundred couples getting married at an event in Russellville, Arkansas, just before the total solar eclipse reaches totality.
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[image: A view of the total solar eclipse from Dallas. (Micaela Rodriguez/Here & Now)]What eclipses historically reveal about human nature
What might Monday's eclipse reveal about ourselves?
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[image: South Carolina players and coaches celebrate after the Final Four college basketball championship game against Iowa in the women's NCAA Tournament. (Carolyn Kaster/AP)]South Carolina wins March Madness, beating out Caitlin Clark's Iowa
Caitlin Clark now heads for the WNBA, while South Carolina will look to retool and try for a back-to-back title next year.
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[image: A banner for the eclipse in Houlton, Maine. (Courtesy of Paula Woodworth)]Visitors flock to Houlton, Maine, as residents prepare for eclipse totality
Houlton, Maine, is one of the last places in the country to view the solar eclipse in totality.
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